Math 7 -8 Activities- Menu H

Curriculum
Connections

Instructions: Each day, choose from the options below. Choose as many or as few as you have time for.

A

B

C

Technology

Problems

Activities / Puzzles

Working with Numbers

Estimation

Estimation 180 – Fractions!
How long will it take to colour
one –half of the rectangle?

How long will it take to colour
seven-eighths of the rectangle?

How long will it take to colour fivesixths of the rectangle?

What percentage of Canada is
covered by Saskatchewan?

“When not knowing math can
cost you $15,000”

Alpha – Numeric Fun!

Math TABOO ®
Like the game TABOO ®, but with
math terms!

Same Shapes
How can these shapes be cut in half
to make two shapes that are the
same shape and size?

Missing Number Puzzle
What number should go in place
of the “?”?

Three Block Towers
How many different block towers
can you make with three different
coloured blocks?

Would You Rather?
Justify your reasoning with math.

Domino Effect

Clothesline Task
Put the cards in the correct order.

TVO Virtual Classroom
Collect All Six!

What do you notice?
What do you wonder?

Can you Solve the MULTIPLYING
RABBITS Riddle?
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Choice Board Background Information:
✓

Choice boards were created to
provide flexibility in learning at
home;
Boards were planned for divisions: K3, 4-6, 7-8 for open, individualized
learning;
Planned with recognition that
parents may currently hold various
roles at home;
Designed to enhance the materials
provided by the Ministry;
Experiential learning focus
with accessible materials
at home;
Low/No tech options;
Accessible on mobile
devices.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Choice Board Activities
Provide:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓ Choose as many or as few learning
opportunities as desired;
✓ Follow the days of the week or be flexible
in using the choice boards;
✓ Be confident that the learning is based in
curriculum;
✓ Engage other children in the home in
common experiential learning (i.e., baking,
reading, playing math games, being active
together);
✓ Click on the links provided for
further learning and sample
questions to ask;
✓ Have fun!

Explanatory Notes:
LEARN AT HOME
CHOICE BOARDS
FOR PARENTS AND
EDUCATORS

Clear connections to
curriculum expectations
and process skills;
Open activities with options to
individualize learning;
Accessibility (many require little to
no technology);
Math – focus on numeracy skills;
Literacy – focus on reading,
writing, oral language and media
literacy;
French learning opportunities;
Health and Physical Well-Being;
Opportunities to foster
connections within the household;
Focus on conversation and
thinking.

Upper Canada District School Board

Choice Boards - Parents Can:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Choice Boards Teachers Can:

✓ Create classroombased choice boards
for students while they are
learning at home;
Incorporate ideas from the choice
boards into teaching practices, daily
and weekly planning;
Explore and incorporate new
resources into classroom learning;
Engage students and families in
virtually sharing learning with one
another;
Expand on activities in order to
provide individualized learning
opportunities;
Incorporate other UCDSB resources
(i.e., Math Tool, VLC, links) to extend
student learning.
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How long will it take to colour
one-half of the rectangle?
Source: http://www.estimation180.com/day-216.html

Estimate the length of time to colour one-half of the rectangle.
Too Low

Too High

Just Right

Estimate
Reasoning

Print the Estimation 180 coloring sheet here if you would like to try it yourself!

Verify your estimate here or watch the video reveal here
Upper Canada District School Board
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How long will it take to colour
seven-eighths of the rectangle?
Source: http://www.estimation180.com/day-218.html

Estimate the length of time to colour seven-eighths of the rectangle. How can you use
the information from the previous question to help you estimate your answer in this
question?
Too Low

Too High

Just Right

Estimate
Reasoning

Print the Estimation 180 coloring sheet here if you would like to try it yourself!

Verify your estimate here or watch the video reveal here
Upper Canada District School Board
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How long will it take to colour
five-sixths of the rectangle?
Source: http://www.estimation180.com/day-220.html

Estimate the length of time to colour five-sixths of the rectangle. How can you use the
information from the previous questions to help you estimate your answer in this
question?
Too Low

Too High

Just Right

Estimate
Reasoning

Print the Estimation 180 coloring sheet here if you would like to try it yourself!

Verify your estimate here or watch the video reveal here
Like these questions? Click here and here for more!
Upper Canada District School Board
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What percentage of Canada is
covered by Saskatchewan?

Source: https://tapintoteenminds.com/3act-math/saskatchewan/

Area of Saskatchewan:
Atrapezoid = h (a + b), where h = height
2
a = top base
= 1200(440 + 740) b = bottom base
2
= 1200(1180)

2

= 1,416,000
2
= 708, 000 km2

Percentage of Canada covered
by Saskatchewan:
= Total area of Saskatchewan X 100
Total area of Canada
= 708, 000 km2
X 100
9, 985,000 km2
= 0.071 X 100
= 7.1 %

Click here for a video to help you visualize the
formula for the area of a trapezoid.

Therefore, Saskatchewan covers ~ 7.1% of
Canada.

Extension Questions: How many “Saskatchewans” would it take to cover all of Canada?
Which has a greater area? Ontario or Saskatchewan?
Which has a greater population density? Ontario or Saskatchewan?
Click here for Indigenous learning related to this activity.
Upper Canada District School Board
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What percentage of Canada is covered by
First Nation, Metis and Inuit Reserves?

Source: https://tapintoteenminds.com/3act-math/saskatchewan/

First Nation, Metis and Inuit Reserves in Canada
cover a total of 28,000 km2.
What percentage of Canada’s area is this?
How does this compare with the area of Saskatchewan or Ontario?
Why do you think the land dedicated to First Nation, Metis and Inuit peoples
in Canada is small when compared to the area of other provinces?
How many First Nation, Metis and Inuit people are in Canada? What
proportion of the Canadian population does this represent?
Click here for more information on this topic.

Upper Canada District School Board
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From the previous activity, you have been given a glimpse of how large the actual area of
Saskatchewan is. If you delved further, you were also shown the area allotted to First Nations in
Saskatchewan.

The list on the side are the groups whose names
could not fit on the map. Not one part of North
America was not occupied or utilized by First
Nations Peoples prior to the arrival of Europeans.

Upper Canada District School Board
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“When not knowing math can
cost you $15,000”
Which of these square numbers also happens
to be the sum of two smaller
square numbers?

A) 16

B) 25

C) 36

D) 49

Watch the following video: https://safeYouTube.net/w/76XD
•
•
•

How did your answer compare with the contestant’s answer?
How could the contestant have used the Pythagorean theorem
to answer the question?
Why do you think the audience also chose the wrong answer?
How Pythagorean theorem could have been used to solve this question:
The original question could be rewritten as: x2 + y2 = z2 OR a2 + b2 = c2
The question is asking for you to recognize a number that is the c2 part of the
Pythagorean triple.
This can be related to the 3-4-5 right triangle. In this case,
the hypotenuse is 5 so we know that 25 is the squared length.
Therefore, the answer is 25 because 32 + 42 = 52 .
You can also try more questions like this in our Menu G- Activities/Puzzles “Pythagorean Puzzle”
Source: https://twitter.com/LearnwithMsO/status/1251896003659280392

Upper Canada District School Board
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Alpha – Numeric Fun!

Source- Open Questions: Learn at Home with Marian Small
https://twitter.com/rubiconpubs/status/1255904628706873344/photo/2

Upper Canada District School Board
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Math TABOO! ®

Created by Fawn Nguyen
@fawnpnguyen

Like the game TABOO ®, but with
math terms.

How to
play:

Rules:

Click here for the TABOO® playing cards!
Source: https://twitter.com/fawnpnguyen/status/1259761395249213440 &
https://rootsoftheequation.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/algebra-taboo/
Upper Canada District School Board
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Math TABOO! ®
Playing Cards

Created by Fawn Nguyen
@fawnpnguyen

Click here for MORE TABOO® playing cards!
Source: https://twitter.com/fawnpnguyen/status/1259761395249213440 &
https://rootsoftheequation.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/algebra-taboo/
Upper Canada District School Board
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Math TABOO! ®
Playing Cards

Created by Fawn Nguyen
@fawnpnguyen

AREA
VOLUME
SURFACE
LENGTH

WIDTH
Click here for MORE TABOO® playing cards!
Source: https://twitter.com/fawnpnguyen/status/1259761395249213440 &
https://rootsoftheequation.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/algebra-taboo/
Upper Canada District School Board
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by Fawn Nguyen
Math TABOO! ® Created
@fawnpnguyen
Playing Cards

SUM

DIFFERENCE

PRODUCT

ADD

SUBTRACT

MULTIPLICATION

PLUS

MINUS

TIMES

TOGETHER

SOLUTION

GROUP

EQUALS

SAME

SOLUTION

QUOTIENT

PROBABILITY

MEAN

DIVISION

CHANCE

AVERAGE

FRACTION

RANDOM

ADD

SPLIT

LIKELY

DIVIDE

SOLUTION

ODDS

MIDDLE

Click here for MORE TABOO® playing cards!
Source: https://twitter.com/fawnpnguyen/status/1259761395249213440 &
https://rootsoftheequation.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/algebra-taboo/
Upper Canada District School Board
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by Fawn Nguyen
Math TABOO! ® Created
@fawnpnguyen
Playing Cards

VOLUME

HYPOTENEUSE

RATE

AREA

LONGEST

FAST

SPACE

SIDE

SPEED

CUBE

RIGHT

SLOPE

CYLINDER

TRIANGLE

INCREASE

RATIO

ADDITION

NEGATIVE

FRACTION

PLUS

POSITIVE

COMPARISON

SUM

MINUS

DIVIDE

TOGETHER

INTEGER

NUMERATOR

ALL

ZERO

Source: https://twitter.com/fawnpnguyen/status/1259761395249213440 &
https://rootsoftheequation.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/algebra-taboo/
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Same Shapes
Look at this shape. The dotted line shows how it can be cut in
half to make two shapes that are the same shape and size.

How can these shapes be cut in half to make two shapes the
same shape and size?

Can you find more than one way to do it?
Tip: Try drawing the shapes on squared paper.
You could cut the shape to check whether the two parts are identical.
Source: https://nrich.maths.org/990
Upper Canada District School Board

Click here to see the solutions.
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Same Shapes

What do think? Are there more solutions for
the orange shape?
Why are there so many for this one and not
the other shapes?

Upper Canada District School Board
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Missing Number Puzzle
What number should go in the place of the ??

Source: https://twitter.com/DanShuster/status/1259948144101429248

Missing Number Puzzle- Solution
The pattern to determine the middle number:
1. Divide the top two numbers.
2. Multiply the bottom two numbers.
3. Add the results from 1 and 2.
Therefore, the answer this puzzle is:
1. 42 ÷ 14 = 3
2. 5 x 3 = 15
3. 15 + 3 = 18
Upper Canada District School Board
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Three Block Towers
How many different block towers
can you make with three different
coloured blocks?
How will you know if you have
found them all?
How many can you make if you
have fourth block?
How many can you make if you
have fifth block?
Do you see a pattern? Predict how many different block
towers you can make with 10 different coloured blocks?
You may want to print the three block towers template found here
or make something similar to help with this problem.

Click here to see the solutions.

Source: Adapted from
https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/3-block-towers/
Upper Canada District School Board
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Three Block Towers

Click here for the four block towers template.
Click here to return to the question page.
Upper Canada District School Board
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Four Block Towers

Click here for the five block towers template.
Click here to return to the question page.
Upper Canada District School Board
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Five Block Towers

Click here to return to the question page.
Upper Canada District School Board
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Three Block Towers
We can make a total of 6 towers with three different
coloured blocks.

Four Block Towers
We can make a total of 12 towers with four different
coloured blocks.

Click here to see the five block towers solutions.
Upper Canada District School Board
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Five Block Towers
We can make a total of 20 towers with three different
coloured blocks.

Click here to see the determining a pattern solutions.
Upper Canada District School Board
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Determining a Pattern
Sample Solution
Number of Blocks

Number of Block Towers

Determining a General Rule

3

6

2x3

4

12

3x4

5

20

4x5

n

(n-1) x n

Do you see a pattern? Predict how many different block
towers you can make with 10 different coloured blocks?
With 10 different coloured blocks we could make 9x10, or
90, different block towers.

Upper Canada District School Board
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Would You Rather?
Whichever option you choose, justify your reasoning with mathematics.

You may want to organize your thoughts in a table similar to the one below:
Or

Option B

Break it down

Option A

Conclusion: I would rather
Because …

Click here to see a sample solution.
Upper Canada District School Board

Source: https://www.wouldyourathermath.com/category/6to8/page/2/
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Would You Rather? - Solution
Whichever option you choose, justify your reasoning with mathematics.

You may want to organize your thoughts in a table similar to the one below:

Let’s find the volume of each pool:
Volume = length x width x height
= 20m x 8m x 6m
= 960m3

Or

Break it down

Option A

Option B
100 cm = 1 m
Therefore, the dimensions of this pool is:

15.5m x 6.5 m x 7.25 m
Volume = length x width x height
= 15.5m x 6.5m x 7.25m
= 730.4m3

Conclusion: I would rather

Can you think of a different way to compare the two pools?
Because …

Source: https://www.wouldyourathermath.com/category/6to8/page/2/
Upper Canada District School Board
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Domino Effect

Look at the following chart.
What do you notice? What do you wonder?

Act One: Top That
1. Domino’s Pizza is one of the most popular pizza chains in the world.
The table above shows how much it costs to order a medium pizza
with different numbers of toppings in Washington, DC. What do you
notice about how the price of a pizza varies, and how much would you
expect to pay for a medium plain cheese pizza?
2. Create a graph similar to the one found here to see how the price
of a medium pizza changes as you order more and more toppings. If
you ordered a pizza with all of your favorite toppings(maximum of 10),
how much would it cost in total?
Click here to go to Act Two.
Source: https://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/domino-effect

Upper Canada District School Board
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Domino Effect

Click here to go to Act One.
Click here to go to Act Two.
Source: https://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/domino-effect

Upper Canada District School Board
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Domino Effect

Look at the following chart.
What do you notice? What do you wonder?

Act Two: Tracker Hacker
3. In addition to medium, Domino’s offers pizzas in small, large, and
extra-large. As the pizza size increases, how do the base price and cost
per topping increase? Is this what you’d expect?
4. Dominos.com allows you to build your own pizza online, but it only
reveals the price at the end of the process. Why do you think
Domino’s waits to reveal the price? Explain.
Extension:
How might you model the cost of each pizza (S, M, L and XL)
using algebra?
Click here to check your answers.
Source: https://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/domino-effect

Upper Canada District School Board
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Domino Effect - Solutions

Act One: Top That
1. I notice that the price goes up by $1.59 for each topping. A cheese pizza
would cost $11.49. I found this by subtracting $1.59 twice from the two
topping pizza.
2. A 10 topping pizza would cost $27.39

Act Two: Tracker Hacker
3.

4. Answers may vary.
Extension: S = 9.49 + 1.39t;
L = 13.49 + 1.79t;

M = 11.49 + 1.59t;
X = 15.49 + 1.99t

Source: https://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/domino-effect

Upper Canada District School Board
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Clothesline Task
Click here to access this clothesline task on estimation 180.

Watch the video explanation, then attempt to sort the cards
seen above. You can use paper and pencil or the Desmos link
provided here.
Source: http://www.estimation180.com/expressions.html

Clothesline Task - Solutions

Upper Canada District School Board
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TVO Virtual Classroom
Collect All Six!
For this activity you will need a standard 6-sided die as well as a
table similar to the one below to record your results.

Watch the video here.
1. Pause the video after 4 minutes (Or when there are
approximately 16 minutes remaining). Fill in the table above by
rolling a 6-sided die 50 times. Create a histogram showing your
results. How might your histogram change if you performed your
experiment 100 times?
Watch the remainder of the video.
2. “Collect All 6”
Perform an experiment to answer the
following question: How many boxes of cereal
do I need to buy in total to probably get all of
the collectable items? Perform a simulation
with at least 10 trials. Use a table similar to
the one in the video then calculate the
expected number of cereal boxes needed to
collect all 6 items.
Source: https://www.tvo.org/video/archive/challenge-8
Upper Canada District School Board
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Activities / Puzzles

Working with Numbers

Estimation

A

Math 7 -8 Activities Menu H
Curriculum Expectations
B

Estimate the time to colour one-half a rectangle
Mathematical Processes
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help
deepen their mathematical understanding;
Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g.,
recognition of relationships, generalization through
inductive reasoning, use of counter-examples) to
make mathematical conjectures, assess
conjectures and justify conclusions, and plan and
construct organized mathematical arguments;

Estimate the time to colour seven-eighths a rectangle
Mathematical Processes
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help deepen
their mathematical understanding;
Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g., recognition of
relationships, generalization through inductive
reasoning, use of counter-examples) to make
mathematical conjectures, assess conjectures and justify
conclusions, and plan and construct organized
mathematical arguments;

Percentage of Canada covered by Saskatchewan
Measurement
Grade 7
Specific: Solve problems involving the estimation
and calculation of the area of a trapezoid.
Specific: research and report on real-life
applications of area measurements.

“When not knowing math can cost you $15,000”
Number Sense and Numeration
Grade 7
Specific: represent perfect squares and square roots,
using a variety of tools

Number Sense and Numeration
Grade 8
Specific: Solve problems involving percent that
arise from real-life contexts.

Math TABOO ®
Mathematical Processes
Connecting
Make connections among mathematical concepts
and procedures, and relate mathematical ideas to
situations or phenomena drawn from other
contexts (e.g., other curriculum areas, daily life,
current events, art and culture, sports);
Communicating
Communicate mathematical thinking orally,
visually, and in writing, using mathematical
vocabulary and a variety of appropriate
representations, and observing mathematical
conventions.

Problems

Three Block Towers
Patterning and Algebra
Grade 8
Specific: Describe different ways in which algebra
can be used in real-life situations.
Mathematical Processes
Reflecting
Demonstrate that they are reflecting on and
monitoring their thinking to help clarify their
understanding as they complete an investigation or
solve a problem (e.g., by assessing the
effectiveness of strategies and processes used, by
proposing alternative approaches, by judging the
reasonableness of results, by verifying solutions).

Technology

Clothesline Task
Patterning and Algebra
Grade 7
Specific: Evaluate algebraic expressions by
substituting natural numbers for the variables.
Mathematical Processes
Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g.,
recognition of relationships, generalization through
inductive reasoning, use of counter-examples) to
make mathematical conjectures, assess
conjectures and justify conclusions, and plan and
construct organized mathematical arguments.

Upper Canada District School Board

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Grade 8
Specific: determine the Pythagorean relationship
through investigation;
solve problems involving right triangles geometrically,
using the Pythagorean relationship.

Same Shapes
Mathematical Processes
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help deepen
their mathematical understanding;

C
Estimate the time to colour five-sixths a rectangle
Mathematical Processes
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help
deepen their mathematical understanding;
Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g.,
recognition of relationships, generalization through
inductive reasoning, use of counter-examples) to
make mathematical conjectures, assess
conjectures and justify conclusions, and plan and
construct organized mathematical arguments;
Alpha- Numeric Fun!
Number Sense and Numeration

Grade 7
Specific: add and subtract fractions with simple like
and unlike denominators, using a variety of tools
and algorithms
Grade 8
Specific: solve problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division with
simple fractions

Missing Number Puzzle
Mathematical Process
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help
deepen their mathematical understanding.

Communicating
Communicate mathematical thinking orally, visually, and
in writing, using mathematical vocabulary and a variety
of appropriate representations, and observing
mathematical conventions.

Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g.,
recognition of relationships, generalization through
inductive reasoning, use of counter-examples) to
make mathematical conjectures, assess
conjectures and justify conclusions, and plan and
construct organized mathematical arguments.

Would You Rather?
Measurement

Domino Effect
Patterning and Algebra

Grade 7
Specific: Solve problems that require conversion
between metric units of measure (e.g., millimetres and
centimetres, grams and kilograms, millilitres and litres).
Specific: Solve problems that involve the surface area
and volume of right prisms and that require conversion
between metric measures of capacity and volume.
Grade 8
Specific: Solve problems that require conversions
involving metric units of area, volume, and capacity.

Grade 7
Specific: Represent linear growing patterns, using a
variety of tools and strategies.
Specific: Model real-life relationships involving
constant rates (e.g., speed, heart rate, billing rate),
using algebraic equations with variables to
represent the changing quantities in the
relationship.
Grade 8
Specific: Describe different ways in which algebra
can be used in real-life situations.

Collect All Six!
Data Management and Probability
Grade 7 & 8
Overall: Collect and organize categorical, discrete, or
continuous primary data and secondary data and display
the data using charts and graphs, including relative
frequency tables and circle graphs.
Specific: Read, interpret, and draw conclusions from
primary data and from secondary data presented in
charts, tables, and graphs.
Grade 8
Overall: use probability models to make predictions
about real-life events.
Specific: Compare, through investigation, the theoretical
Learn
Home
Activity probability,
Menu H:
probability
of anat
event
with experimental
and explain whyGrades
they might differ.
7 – 8 Math

Can You Solve the Multiplying Rabbits Riddle?
Mathematical Process
Problem Solving
Develop, select, apply, and compare a variety of
problem-solving strategies as they pose and solve
problems and conduct investigations, to help
deepen their mathematical understanding.
Reasoning and Proving
Develop and apply reasoning skills (e.g.,
recognition of relationships, generalization through
inductive reasoning, use of counter-examples) to
make mathematical conjectures, assess
conjectures and justify conclusions, and plan and
May
19, 2020
– May
22,
construct
organized
mathematical
arguments.
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